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(Section 01.)  100 Years of National Parks 

 

KNHC has identified “100 Years of National Parks” as a community issue that deserved 

significant treatment during this quarter. The following is a list of programs that have 

provided treatment to this community issue. 

This year, the National Park Service turns 100 years old. The National Park Service 

preserves precious land for the enjoyment, education, and inspiration of this and future 

generations. 

 

  



Title: Hearing Voices – Walk in the Park 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  58 minutes 

Source: Hearing Voices / Public Radio Exchange 

Date: 03 April 2016  

This episode focuses on Yellowstone, Zion, the Everglades, and William Pierce Park in 

DC, and includes the following segments: 

 "Bobby's Park": From the series Neighborhood Stories– Park Life, profiling the 

daily life of a community's urban oasis: "Country Bobby" Lowry is the guardian of 

Walter Pierce Community Park in Washington, D.C. He's been keeping an eye 

on the park for almost three decades, and knows more about how it than any city 

official -- he knows the trees, the plants and the kids. In the first of four stories 

about the park, we meet this transplanted farm boy who never takes shortcuts in 

his work. 

 "Angel's Landing": Utah's Zion National Park draws 2.7 million visitors a year, 

and a major attraction for hearty hikers is a trek along the Grotto trailhead to 

Angel's Landing. From the banks of the Virgin River, the yellow-and-red 

sandstone sides of Zion Canyon rise 2,000 feet. It feels like being inside a huge 

body. The canyon walls are the rib cage spread open and Angel's Landing is like 

the heart. 

 "Leah's Doing Hair”: An ode to Leah at Walter Pierce Community Park, who 

braids hair by the basketball court while the guys play 5 on 5. 

 "Machetes and Marigolds": Meet Don Victor Zebina, who has the last word 

always at the community garden in Walter Pierce Community Park. You need a 

piece of land, you have to go to Victor. You don’t, your plants might get ripped 

out. Davis maps the intricate boundaries and passions of the community garden 

in Adams Morgan -- the most diverse neighborhood in Washington, D.C. 

Recently, there has been a line of people asking for new plots. The tension 

among gardeners has even led to "garden wars." 



 "Yellowstone Geyser Guy": Rick Hutchinson is research geologist for 

Yellowstone National Park. His main job is minding the more than 120 thermal 

features in the park: geysers, fumeroles, mud pots, steam vents. He tour us thru 

the geyser basins -- step carefully, the crust is thin and the water is boiling just 

under the surface. Rick and a friend died in 1997. They were caught in an 

avalanche at Heart Lake, while out cross-country skiing on a park-wide inventory 

of the hot springs.  

 At the Court": Sit by the basketball court at Walter Pierce Community Park and 

you will find the men in the neighborhood vying for ranking. This competition 

peaks every summer in the annual Hoopin' in the Hood Basketball Tournament. 

It's the day the neighborhood men plan for all year long. They recruit, talk trash 

and then play their hearts out trying to win bragging rights for the rest of the year. 

Hear the call and response of the playground game. 

 "Jungles of Memory": A story of war and sanctuary, of beasts and obsession. 

The salvation of one Vietnam veteran, writer James P. McMullen, came through 

his struggle to save something else. McMullen lives in Everglades National Park, 

and devotes his time to tracking and protecting the endangered Florida Panther. 

He uses this mission as a way to make peace with his memories of the war. 

  



Title: An Interview with Christopher White 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  29 minutes 

Source: KUFM - Montana Public Radio 

Date: 10 April 2016  

As world temperatures soar, public outcry has focused on the threat to polar ice sheets 

and sea ice. Yet there is another impact of global warming—one much closer to home—

that spells trouble for Americans: the extinction of alpine glaciers in the Rocky 

Mountains. The epicenter of the crisis is Glacier National Park, Montana, whose peaks 

once held one-hundred-and-fifty glaciers. Only twenty-five survive. The Park provides a 

window into the future of climate impacts for mountain ranges around the globe. 

Alpine glaciers have already begun to disappear worldwide: The Alps, Andes, Cascades, 

Rockies, and Himalayas are suffering staggering losses. Glaciers provide more than 

fifty percent of our freshwater needs worldwide—for drinking, irrigation, and 

hydroelectric power. What’s more, alpine ice feeds innumerable watersheds that harbor 

ecosystems crucial to fish and wildlife. Nowhere is this truer than in the mountains of 

Montana. 

Christopher White tracks two ecologists, Dan Fagre and Clint Muhlfeld, and their USGS 

team into the high peaks as they take the pulse of Montana’s glaciers and the 

watersheds below. The verdict: The remaining ice may vanish in less than a decade. 

Already, impacts are startling and widespread, from runaway forest fires, declining trout 

streams, and endangered lynx to shifting treelines and dwindling water reserves. 

The journey across the glaciers is part adventure story, part environmental saga. Can 

we save alpine glaciers at home and afar? By exploring the glaciers and their 

watersheds through the lens of ecology, Fagre and Mulfeld offer remedies and call on 

each of us to fight for the world’s remaining ice. 

Christopher White is a science writer and naturalist. 

  



 

Title: Audrey & Frank Peterman 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  58 min 

Source: American Public Media 

Date: 17 April 2016  

If Frank and Audrey Peterman have their way, many more of their fellow black 

Americans will visit our national parks. They take host Majora Carter to Yosemite, where 

she crawls through a hundred-foot cave and meets Yosemite’s only black park ranger.  

On a 10-week tour of 16 national parks in 1995, Frank and Audrey Peterman were 

awed by the beauty of America and warmed by the friendliness of fellow campers. But 

among all of the park tourists, the Petermans saw only two fellow African-Americans. 

After discovering that many blacks felt no connection with the parks, the Petermans 

took action: they started a program called “Keeping It Wild,” aimed at encouraging black 

Americans to visit the nation’s parks and other public lands that they help pay for with 

tax dollars. As Frank notes, “If you are not involving the communities who will make up 

a larger percentage of the voting population in the future, how do you then expect them 

to make decisions that will protect these places for posterity?” 

Host Majora Carter joins the Petermans and a group of teens from inner-city Houston as 

they crawl through a wondrous 100-foot cave in Yosemite. And we meet Shelton 

Johnson, Yosemite’s only black park ranger, who is quick to point out that less than 1 

percent of the park’s visitors are African-American — a statistic that’s bound to change 

if Frank and Audrey Peterman have their way. 

  



Title: Southeastern Washington: The Unlikely Perfect Place 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  58 min 

Source: State of the Re:Union / Public Radio Exchange 

Date: 24 April 2016  

The Tri-Cities are Richland, Pasco and Kennewick—3 cities clustered near one another 

in the vast plains and deserts of Washington state, to the east of the Cascade 

Mountains. It’s a region that seems like it would have little to attract newcomers—it’s 

largely remote, prone to dust storms, not close to any major city. But, over the decades, 

this area has drawn people from the world over, and, in this episode, we’ll explore how 

and why. From those working in plutonium production for atomic bombs, to scientists 

researching nuclear waste clean-up efforts at one of the world’s most contaminated 

sites, to Latino migrants working the fields of the thriving agribusiness in Eastern 

Washington. These are stories of people drawn to an unlikely place for myriad 

reasons—what drew them here and what communities they’ve built here. 

This program included the following segments: 

 The Bomb That Made a City, And Has Remade It Since: In the 1940s, a city in 

rural Eastern Washington was completely transformed, practically overnight, from 

a sleepy agricultural town into a bustling city of thousands, home to some of the 

most brilliant scientific minds in the country. Oh, and it was also home to the 

creation of one of the most destructive things in the history of humanity. How? 

Back in the early 40s, military authorities determined that the area just outside of 

Richland, Washington was ideally suited as the place to site a set of nuclear 

reactors that were a key element to the Manhattan Project. It was near the 

Columbia River (needed for hydroelectric energy) and remote enough that only a 

few hundred residents would have to be relocated out of the dangerzone. And so 

the government bought the land or took it by eminent domain, built the Hanford 

reactor, and, within weeks turned Richland from a town of hundreds first to a 

camp of thousands and the a city of tens of thousands. For decades, Richland 

was government-owned, built and run—from the housing to the police force. It 

was a company town where the company was government—and the job was 

producing unbelievably lethal bombs. However, that purpose was a total secret—

no one was allowed to talk about Hanford’s mission. In fact, even workers at the 

site weren’t let in on what they were working on, until after the bomb they’d 

built—nicknamed “Fat Man”—was dropped on Nagasaki. That culture of secrecy 

continued during the Cold War, with even children being spied on at school to 

see what they revealed in public. The jobs stayed, too, as America’s Cold War 



anxieties kept uranium production at Hanford for nuclear weapons going strong. 

Then, when the Cold War ended, the entire community’s identity felt like it hung 

in the balance. The U.S. government was scaling back production and it seemed 

like they might abandon the site altogether. Then state officials came in and said 

“hey—you were refining plutonium on our land and now you’re about to leave, 

and by the way there all these chemicals leaking from underground storage tanks 

towards the Columbia River.” After some begging and pleading from state and 

local officials, Hanford (the site of the reactor) was repurposed to become the site 

of the most extensive (and expensive!) research into nuclear waste clean-up and 

remediation in the world. There’s a water purification plant there the size of 3 

football fields. A landfill the size of Manhattan. Thousands of scientists now work 

there, giving Richland one of the highest per capita number of PhDs in the nation. 

And everyone lives all together. You have everything from the union electrician to 

the PhD underground geologist, radioactive physicists living next door to people 

who hammer nails for a living. People from India, England, Korea, Connecticut—

all at the same Richland dinner party. The community has morphed from one 

focused on plutonium production to one focused on nuclear clean-up.  

 A Tribe on the Dam’s Edge: As recently as the 1950s, members of the Wanapum 

Tribe of Eastern Washington were still living as their ancestors had when Lewis 

and Clarke came through the region. The Wanapum lived in reed houses on the 

edge of the Columbia River, which they called “Chiawana,” subsisting on salmon, 

elk and foraged berries, and speaking little English. But, because of growing 

electricity needs in the region, the Grant County Public Utility District put together 

a plan to build 2 hydroelectric dams that would flood the ground where the 

Wanapum spent the winter. Because the Wanapum had never signed a tribal 

land rights agreement with the federal government (according to their beliefs, 

they cannot “own” the land, and therefore would not sign something implying 

that), they were basically squatters on land they’d been living on for centuries. 

The leader of the tribe, Johnny Buck, recognized that his community’s very 

existence was being threatened. So he came up with an unusual solution: 

partner with the Utility District to build a new village, right on the edge of the dam. 

The Wanapum, now led by Johnny Buck’s grandson, Rex Buck, live in a tiny 

community overlooking the dam. In this segment, we  hear the story of this 

unusual agreement from Rex Buck.  

 A Little Texas in the Mexico of Washington: Every Sunday afternoon for the past 

20 years, if you tune your radio to KHSS 100.7 FM radio, you’ll hear something 

that’s aimed at a very specific part of the Tri-Cities community: the Tejano part. 

It’s a little bit Mexican, a little bit American and a whole lotta Texan-- a part of the 

Tri-Cities community that reveals the complex waves of migration to this place, 

and the collection of people that farm work has gathered here over the years. 



KHSS’s Tejano radio show is hosted by Adan Escobar, and his story is one many 

in the Tri-Cities community could tell, with a musical twist. Adan grew up in the 

projects of Brownsville, Texas, and, starting when he was a kid, he and his 

mother would travel north during the harvest season, to help out in the fields. 

When they were at home in Texas, Adan fell in love with music. He would hang 

out near a radio station by his house, taking home the old records they didn’t 

want anymore, and showing up at quinceañeras, just so he could hear the band. 

It was a particular Texan flavor of music: some of the strains of Mexican banda 

and ranchera, but also the flavor of country, and American R&B and jazz. When 

Adan was on the verge of high school, his mom found that she could get better-

paying year round agricultural work in the fields of Washington state. They 

wouldn’t have to be on the move anymore. In WA, Adan still worked in the hops 

fields in the summers, even after doing a school program that introduced him to 

audio engineering. He would board op radio broadcasts of football games, and 

then work the hops fields late into the night during the harvest season. He 

noticed that, in all the commercial radio aimed at the Latino audience in the Tri-

Cities, there was hardly anyone playing the Tex-Mex hybrid that he loved. So he 

started his own show that was aimed at reconnecting Tejanos with their roots—

both musically and interpersonally. What Adan has found over the years is that 

the show and the music are what rallies this strain of the Tri-Cities Latino 

community together.  

 Wine vs. Wheat: This is conservative farming country. For years, wheat and 

onions were main crops here. But, a couple of decades ago, a first generation 

Italian-American moved to the area and decided to try to grow grapes for his own 

wine. Little did he know that his experiment would turn into an explosion of 

economic growth for the town of Walla Walla just decades later. The region has 

gone from having zero vineyards to having 80, within a short period of years. And 

that’s not like just adding another crop to an already agricultural area—wineries 

are tourist industries, as much as agricultural ones. And the people who open 

them are often dreamers, making their second careers here. Take Corey and 

Cindy Braunel of Dusted Valley Winery. The couple (along with Cindy’s sister 

and her husband Chad) were working corporate jobs in their home state of 

Wisconsin. As a medical sales representative, Corey attended lots of fancy 

pharmaceutical-sponsored dinners.  He never knew how to order wine because 

where he grew up in Wisconsin “wine comes in a box,” and they rarely drank it.  It 

was Corey’s sister-in-law who introduced him to the finer things in life—including 

wines.That developed into a passion for wine that they decided to pursue—and, 

after considering several wine-making communities, they picked Walla Walla as 

the place to do it. Their business was the 52nd winery in Walla Walla, opening 

just as the boom was really starting.  But what’s harder to see behind this 



transformation—but just as powerful—is the shift in the culture of the place. 

Walla Walla’s Main Street used to feature mostly tumbleweeds, and now its 

mostly tasting rooms. Oldtimers say the downtown area used to hold a variety of 

shops that catered to the needs of the town's population.  Now it's predominantly 

wineries, and there are fewer places for locals.   

 Slurpee Capital of the World: Don Mariotto is a man with an unusual mission: to 

freeze your brain. That is, if you live in the Tri-Cities. When Dan retired from 

being a tax lawyer, he bought the 7-11 store in Kennewick. And in the spring of 

2007, he noticed something unusual happening. The Kamiakin High School 

football team would congregate at the store for Slurpee beverages in between 

and after practicesThat gave Dan a thought: I wonder how many slurpees we 

sell? He did a little research and found that his Kennewick store was towards the 

top in the U.S. He decided then and there: his store would beat all others to 

become Slurpee Capital of the World. The title was held by Winnipeg, Canada, 

but Don put a strategy in place that he hoped would beat out the Canadians. Don 

was so successful that 7-11 added another 6 slurpee machines to his store. Then, 

the year he beat Winnipeg to become Slurpee Capital of the World, he added 

another 6 to bring the total to 18. “We have what is now known as the Wall of 

Slurpee… Just slurpee and big gulp is the whole back wall.” Winnipeg was not 

happy about being toppled by Kennewick; Don was the subject of a Canadian 

media blitz, which he took with delight, taunting his Winnipeg counterpart in 

newspaper interviews. The battle is back on as Winnipeg took back the crown of 

Slurpee capital, but, in the meantime, people show up in Kennewick just for the 

slurpees.  

  



(Section 02.)  Asian/Pacific American Heritage Month 

 

KNHC has identified “Asian/Pacific American Heritage Month” as a community issue 

that deserved significant treatment during this quarter. The following is a list of 

programs that have provided treatment to this community issue. 

Asian/Pacific American Heritage Month is defined by the Library of Congress as a 

month to celebrate and pay tribute to the contributions generations of Asian/Pacific 

Americans have made to American history, society and culture, at 

http://www.loc.gov/law/help/commemorative-observations/asian.php . 

 

  

http://www.loc.gov/law/help/commemorative-observations/asian.php


Title: Crossing East – First Contacts 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  59 minutes 

Source: Dmae Roberts / Crossing East - Asian American History series 

Date: 01 May 2016  

This program tells stories about Asian sailors, traders, and adventurers who were early 

pioneers to America, some before it was even a country. Through scholars and 

descendants we hear stories of sailors who settled in New York and married Irish 

women, Hawaiians who trapped furs in the Pacific Northwest, and Filipinos who jumped 

ship and escaped the Conquistadors to build their own village in Louisiana in the 1700s. 

This show explains the start of the coolie trade and how it came to America. 

  



Title: Crossing East – Raising Cane 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  59 minutes 

Source: Dmae Roberts / Crossing East - Asian American History series 

Date: 08 May 2016  

Hawaii's multicultural plantation heritage from the 1700s-today. This program profiles 

the lives of the sugar plantation workers in Hawaii through stories of segregated camps, 

the practice of picture brides, the rise of the big sugar plantations, multicultural 

plantation life, and the emergence of Pidgin English, a new local language. 

  



Title: Crossing East – Exclusion & Resistance 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  59 minutes 

Source: Dmae Roberts / Crossing East - Asian American History series 

Date: 15 May 2016  

Accounts of immigration laws designed specifically to restrict Asian Americans. Keep 

Asians Out has been the consistent message toward Asian immigrants ever since the 

Exclusion Act of 1882. Hear about immigration laws through their effects on individuals - 

the incarceration and interrogation of Chinese at Angel Island in San Francisco Bay, 

court cases brought by Sikh and Japanese Americans to redefine "white," laws enticing 

Filipinos to leave the country, and the current issues of Cambodian American 

deportation. Very timely in view of the current immigration debate. 

  



Title: Crossing East – Brides & Children 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  59 minutes 

Source: Dmae Roberts / Crossing East - Asian American History series 

Date: 22 May 2016  

Stories of Asian brides of American servicemen and adopted Asian children. Wars 

create poverty conditions and a surplus of dispossessed women and children. In the 

past fifty years, many Asian women have married American service men and many 

Asian children have been adopted and sent to the U.S. This program focuses on Asian 

immigrants who immediately become part of an American family - women from Japan, 

Vietnam, and Korea married to American servicemen and children adopted from Korea, 

Vietnam, and China, as well as people of more than one ethnicity. 

  



Title: Crossing East – The Post ’65 Generation 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  59 minutes 

Source: Dmae Roberts / Crossing East - Asian American History series 

Date: 29 May 2016  

After '65, Asian families could immigrate together and became entrepreneurs. The 

Immigration Act of 1965, allowed Asian family members, entrepreneurs and skilled 

workers to immigrate to the U.S. Each Asian group found a special field of work and 

offered their expertise and skills to a burgeoning economy. In this program, several 

Asian families discuss their experiences of arriving, striving, and succeeding in this 

country. Immigrants in the U.S. own motels, restaurants and grocery stores, and many 

of our medical staff have come from Asia to fill nursing and doctor shortages.   



(Section 03.)  Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Pride Month 

 

KNHC has identified “Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Pride Month” as a 

community issue that deserved significant treatment during this quarter. The following is 

a list of programs that have provided treatment to this community issue. 

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Pride Month is defined by the Library of 

Congress as the month that commemorates the events of June 1969 and works to 

achieve equal justice and equal opportunity for LGBT Americans, at 

https://www.loc.gov/law/help/commemorative-observations/pride.php/?loclr=bloglaw . 

 

  

https://www.loc.gov/law/help/commemorative-observations/pride.php/?loclr=bloglaw


Title: Pride outLoud 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  59 minutes 

Source: The outLoud Radio Project 

Date: 05 June 2016  

From Sex Ed to vampires, stories on LGBT topics from youth producers. The youth 

producers of outLoud Radio bring you an hour of stories about lesbian, gay, bisexual, 

transgender and otherwise non-straight life. 

  



Title: Mothers vs outLoud (a/k/a “Mother’s Day outLoud) 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  29:30 

Source: The outLoud Radio Project 

Date: 12 June 2016  

18-year-old Jordan Green and his mom guide us through an exploration of motherhood 

from various Queer perspectives, with a good dose of humor and some genuinely sweet 

moments. We hear the story of a gay teenager who has been living a secret life for 

years, and gets a huge (pleasant) surprise when he comes out; the tale of a 

cheerleading boy-obsessed sweet-sixteen girl who fights for the right to live with her 

lesbian mom; a portrait of two women who adopt a baby boy of a different race; and the 

progress of one girl's parents over the span of a year, after she tells them she's gay. 

Created by the Youth Producers of outLoud Radio. 

  



Title: Queeriosity 

Time:  4:30 AM   

Duration:  29:30 

Source: The outLoud Radio Project 

Date: 12 June 2016  

Amazing young poets explore attraction and identity through the spoken word. 

A high-energy, highly polished "literary radio zine" with a focus on gay and bisexual 

youth. An engaging mix of live slam poetry performances by skilled youth artists and 

interviews with the artists. 

  



Title: Beyond Stonewall: The Push for LGBT Civil Rights 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  29:00 

Source: Making Contact / Public Radio Exchange / Pacifica Radio 

Date: 19 June 2016  

We go back to the night in June 1969 at the New York City Stonewall Inn that sparked 

the LGBT rights movement. On today’s show we’ll hear about the day that galvanized a 

generation and the continued fight for LGBT civil rights. The first Pride parades took 

place in June 1970 marking the 1st anniversary of the Stonewall Uprising. Michael 

Schirker and David Isay bring us an oral history Remembering Stonewall: The Birth of a 

Movement. Editor at large of the Huffington Posts’ Gay Voices Michelangelo Signorile 

says while there have been a series of recent wins for the LGBT rights movement, 

bigotry remains a daily reality for many. At a  New America NYC forum Signorile spoke 

with June Thomas, Culture Critic and Editor of Outward, Slate’s LGBTQ Section about 

what he calls “victory blindness”. It’s a central theme in his new book, titled “It’s Not 

Over, Getting to Beyond Tolerance Defeating Homophobia and Winning True Equality.” 

  



Title: outLoud Potpourri 

Time:  4:30 AM   

Duration:  30 minutes 

Source: The outLoud Radio Project 

Date: 19 June 2016  

A compilation of short form segments from The outLoud Radio Project, including: 

 Forced Out: No matter how hard you try, some secrets are hard to keep. A high 

school teacher finds out the hard way, and ends up loving it. No matter how hard 

you try, some secrets are hard to keep. Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender 

teachers have it especially hard if they're trying to keep their identities under 

wraps. One high school teacher found this out the hard way... and ended up 

loving her new openness 

 Glasnost: Coming out to my immigrant parents wasn't exactly easy. When I was 

12 years old, my mother once told me, "If you ever turn out to be a lesbian, I'll 

curse the day you were born." Parents say the darndest things. 

 Behind the Facepaint: If you've ever been to Pride events in San Francisco, 

you've probably noticed the presence of some people in white face paint, 

extravagant makeup, and nun habits. outLoud Radio producer Mykel takes us 

inside the world of the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence, a group of fabulous queer 

San Francisco community organizers in nun outfits. 

 Riot Boy: A hero's journey of self-discovery (sifting through Riot Grrrl records in 

his mom's attic). Features killer tracks from Sleater-Kinney and Bikini Kill, and 

compelling interviews with original Riot Grrrls. 

 

  



Title: Polk Street Stories 

Time:  4 AM   

Duration:  54 minutes 

Source: Atlantic Public Media   

Date: 26 June 2016  

An oral history of the Polk Street neighborhood in San Francisco, as told by those who 

have called it home. 

Public Historian Joey Plaster spent over a year gathering more than 70 interviews from 

people experiencing Polk Street's transition from a working class queer neighborhood to 

an upscale entertainment district.  This hour contains stories from the alleys and bars, 

churches, shelters and clubs.  It is an oral history of a place invented by those who had 

no other home.   

As Joey says in his introduction: 

"The Polk Street scene predates the modern gay rights movement. In some ways, it 

was a visible manifestation of the stereotypes the movement has worked to scrub clean 

over the past forty years: queer people as mentally ill, criminal, licentious, and doomed 

to lonely lives. Instead of repudiating this history, I wanted to embrace and learn from it. 

"I came to San Francisco in part to figure out what it means to be queer – I came to 

what my uncle called the land of fruit and nuts. If the famous gay Castro neighborhood 

was scrubbed clean and glossy, I was always more attracted to its black sheep sister, 

the queer world of Polk Street. It was a whole world to itself, just about ten blocks of low 

rent hotels, bars and liquor stores, all sandwiched in between the gritty Tenderloin, City 

Hall, and the upscale Nob Hill. But by the time I got there, that scene was receding, and 

luxury condos and posh clubs were taking its place. People said gentrification was 

displacing the down and out folks who had long made Polk Street their home. Young 

queer activist groups held protests. Drag queens led take back the Polk marches. The 

press chimed in – some called it a death, some a renaissance. 



"For me, it felt like an enormous loss. Like I was losing part of the history I’d come to 

San Francisco to claim, to become part of. I knew the Polk Street scene predated the 

Castro and the Stonewall riots, that it reached back to the origins of the early gay 

movement. But I found that its marginal history wasn’t written down and hadn’t been 

recorded. I feared it too would disappear with the neighborhood. In a way, I started to 

think about Polk Street as this parent I never knew, now elderly and dying. And it 

became an obsession to save its history – its collective wisdom and secrets -- before 

they were gone completely. 

"Some of the stories were painful to hear. They’re from people who are often out of sight 

and forgotten. In this hour, you won’t hear a full history of the neighborhood, you’ll hear 

stories from the extremes, about the rewards and perils of the freedom Polk Street 

offered." 

  



(Section 04.)  Social Issues Affecting Women 

 

KNHC has identified “Social Issues Affecting Women” as a community issue that 

deserved significant treatment during this quarter. The following is a list of programs 

that have provided treatment to this community issue. 

 

 

  



Title: Do One Thing: Interview with King County Sexual Assault Resource Center 

Time:  4:30 AM   

Duration:  30 minutes 

Source: KNHC 

Date: 10 April 2016  

This is an interview with Rachel from King County Sexual Assault Resource Center. 

King County Sexual Assault Resource Center provides sexual assault-related services 

for people of all ages in King County, WA, while working toward the ultimate goal of 

eliminating sexual violence and abuse from King County communities. They work with 

victims and their families, ensuring that all people affected by sexual assault get the 

treatment they need and advocacy they deserve.  

The center is also at the forefront of change, guiding public policy development and 

delivering best practice education to create safer environments for everyone. 

KCSARC’s overall purpose is to alleviate, as much as possible, the trauma of sexual 

assault for victims and their families. 

Discussed were the areas of crisis response, advocacy, legal advocacy, therapy and 

family services. 

 

  



Title: The Gospel Show: Public Affairs Segment 

Time:  9 AM   

Duration:  15 minutes 

Source: KNHC 

Date: 19 June 2016  

An interview with a representative from the Gamma Pi sorority, about the GEMS Launch 

Party. GEMS stands for Girls Empowered through Mentorship. 

The organization helps build self-esteem, and discusses leadership, accountability, 

good manners and the importance of academic success. 


